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silent. Ever since the milk incident he had comported himself
like a whipped dog, and his usual he-man effervescence was
in abeyance. The sun, blood-red and woolly, climbed up
into the sky behind us over the vast flat plain, in which the
ridges seemed but gentle ripples on the surface. And almost
with the first streaks of daylight we saw the marks of a full-
grown bull Oryx on the sands. He had passed that way
three or four days ago, going north.
The character of the surface was gradually undergoing a
transformation, a mixture of sand and light gravel succeeding
to the sandy valleys and ridges behind us. All this, said
Salim, is part of the great gravel plain, on which the sands
are ever encroaching. After rain these plains soon become
covered with herbs, but now, as you see, there is no sign of
vegetation. Even the sand-slopes are bare and naked.
There were a few dead Abal bushes in the far distance to our
left, along a ridge. But here at least there were signs of
recent rain, and Suwid scrabbled up the sand to gauge the
depth of moisture.
At length we came to the last low ridge of Bani Ma'aridh,
dotted very sparsely with dead Abal. From its crest we
looked out on a dark immensity as of an ocean. It was the
* father of the sea/ the great gravel plain of Abu Bahr, pro-
truding southward from the Summan steppe like a vast
promontory of terra firma in the midst of the great sand-
ocean. Vast and naked and flat it spread out before us to a
sea-like horizon, with only an islet of dunes far out in its
midst to the north-west to break its impressive monotony.
Along its hither fringe to the furthest limits of our vision to
south-west and north-east ran the low barrier of the Bani
Ma'aridh sands. A raven swooped down from the empyrean
to salute our passing, and a Wheatear took shelter in a
distant thicket, as with an instinctive tremor of hesitation
or excitement we launched out into the abomination of
desolation, blissfully ignorant of its extent and little recking
of the toilsome hours that lay before us until we should come
to the thrice-welcome sands beyond.
Bani Ma'aridh, belying the suggestion of troublesome
obstacles in its name, had proved to be an easy tract of firm

